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Abstract
The present study addressed the question whether formulaic expressions indicate nativelike selection in the target language by
examining seven Turkish students’ use of formulaic expressions during their first year in the United States. Fourteen external raters
who spoke English as their first language rated the Turkish (focal group) and American students’ (control group) DCT responses in
terms of nativelike language use. The results indicated that the American students not only received higher nativelikeness ratings
but also produced more formulaic expressions than the Turkish students. This finding confirms that freely generated utterances
based on grammatical units and lexis forecast non-membership to the speech community (Skehan, 1998) while the use of formulaic
expressions is an indicator of nativelike selection. The results also revealed that gaining competency over formulaic expressions for
second language learners is not a linear process but open to creativity.
Ó 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Formulaic expressions, which are multi-word utterances that are stored and retrieved holistically from memory
(Wray, 2000, 2002), have long received the attention of researchers due to their dominance over freely generated
utterances (e.g., Coulmas, 1979, 1981; Erman and Warren, 2000; Ortaçtepe, 2012), and their role in not only reducing
the processing-load (e.g., Jiang and Nekrasova, 2007; Kecskes, 2007; Pawley and Syder, 1983; Wray, 2002) but also
enabling fluency in communication (e.g., Boers et al., 2006; Myles et al., 1999; Wood, 2006). The use of formulaic
expressions indicates a speech community’s preference of language use in certain situations (e.g., Kecskes, 2007;
Tannen and Oztek, 1981), thus makes “language performance appear ‘native-like’” (Yorio, 1989, p. 56).
Researchers have long argued the role of formulaic expressions in the development of second language (L2)
proficiency through longitudinal studies of exposure to the target language or through (quasi-) experimental studies
that drew L2 learners’ attention to these multi-word units (see Boers and Lindstromberg (2012) for a review of these
studies). There is also a plethora of studies that explored the differences between nonnative and native speakers’ use of
these expressions (e.g., Bardovi-Harlig, 2009; Conklin and Schmitt, 2008; Siyanova and Schmidt, 2008; Siyanova* Tel.: þ90 554 670 0475.
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Chanturia et al., 2011; Underwood et al., 2004). Contributing to the previous research mentioned above, the present
study examines international students’ acquisition of formulaic expressions throughout a single year they spent in the
United States. By doing so, this study aims to investigate whether the use of formulaic expressions can be an indicator
of nativelike language use. It is noteworthy to mention that this study acknowledges the native speaker fallacy and
agrees to “the need to abandon the native speaker as the yardstick” (Jenkins, 2006, p. 175). Although the goal of
language learning/teaching should not be geared towards becoming nativelike speakers of the target language (TL),
this study argues that through residence in the TL country, language learners could develop familiarity with those
formulaic expressions that characterize the TL speech community. In that sense, the present study adopts Davies’
(1991) definition of native speaker who has “insider knowledge about ‘their’ language” (p. 1), and sets out to
examine whether the use of formulaic expressions can reflect nativelikeness.
2. Theoretical framework
2.1. Conceptual socialization
Since nativelikeness, as understood in this study, can be developed only through exposure to the TL culture, this
study employs Schieffelin and Ochs’ (1986) language socialization as the theoretical framework. Language socialization can be defined as “a process requiring children’s participation in social interactions so as to internalize and gain
performance competence in these socio-cultural defined contexts" (Schieffelin and Ochs, 1986, p. 2). While
Schieffelin and Ochs (1986) focused on first language (L1) acquisition, their framework has also inspired second
language (L2) researchers who argue that language learning is a process of acquiring the linguistic forms as well as the
cultural aspects of the TL (Watson-Gegeo, 2004). In that sense, L2 socialization refers to the process of “assimilation
into the linguistic conventions and cultural practices of the L2 discourse communities” (Lam, 2004, p. 44).
Different terms have been proposed to address the specific features of L2 socialization such as pragmatic socialization (Blum-Kulka, 1997; Li, 2008), and socialization of taste (DuFon, 2006). Kecskes (2002), on the other hand,
proposed the term conceptual socialization which refers to the process language learners, who reside in the TL culture,
go through to “fit the functional needs of the new language and culture” (Kecskes, 2002, p. 157). The difference
between conceptual socialization and L2 socialization is that, L2 learners, rather than simply acquiring the target
language and its social norms, transform their conceptual system as a result of the bidirectional influence of the first
and second languages (Kecskes, 2002). In other words, an L2 learner’s L1 dominated conceptual base gradually
develops to accommodate the new information coming from the TL culture (Ortaçtepe, 2012).
2.2. The role of conceptual socialization in the acquisition of formulaic expressions
Pre-fabricated speech, conversational routine, formulaic sequence, and routine formula are only some of the terms
that have been used in the literature to refer to “multi-word collocations which are stored and retrieved holistically rather
than being generated de novo with each use” (Kecskes, 2007, p. 193). The present study adopts the framework of
conceptual socialization to examine whether these expressions indicate nativelikeness in the TL since a) extended stays
in the TL culture provide rich input for formulaic expressions which dominate most communicative functions, and b) the
group identifying nature of formulaic expressions helps interlocutors establish membership to the speech community.
First, not only research on L1 socialization (Schieffelin and Ochs, 1986) but also early studies on L2 socialization
(e.g., Kanagy, 1999) have paid attention to the acquisition of interactional routines. This interest mostly results from
the fact that “much of what is said in everyday interaction is by no means unique. Rather, a great deal of communicative activity consists of enacting routines, making use of prefabricated units in a well-known and generally
accepted manner” (Coulmas, 1981, p. 1). Studies have suggested that natural exposure to the TL through extended
stays in the TL culture will lead to nativelike idiomaticity through the use of interactional routines (Meunier, 2012;
Siyanova and Schmidt, 2008; Wray, 2002). According to Howarth (1998), “native speaker linguistic competence has a
large and significant phraseology component” (p. 29). Henceforth, when language learners enter the TL culture, not
only will they be exposed to a variety of formulas, but also these expressions will be the very first things they will
acquire through participation in different communicative contexts. In their review article, Burdelski and Cook (2012)
discuss that formulaic language “is a powerful means and end of socialization” (p. 174). That is, while learning the
norms and the values of the speech community, language learners also acquire the skills to engage in everyday
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interaction with the members of the speech community. As Roever’s (2012) and Barron’s (2003) studies indicate,
while some formulaic expressions can be learned in the classroom, this process is much more rapid in the TL context
since residence abroad provides not only rich input but also opportunities to interact with native speakers in a variety
of contexts. Nevertheless, Dornyei, Durow and Zahran’s (2004) study shows that although socio-cultural adaptation
plays a major role, individual factors such as aptitude and motivation are also influential in the acquisition of formulaic
expressions. In that sense, conceptual socialization provides a more comprehensive framework to explore the use of
formulaic expressions since it requires a combination of “direct access to the target language, personal motivation for
acculturation and a regular use of the target language” (Kecskes, 2002, p. 159).
Second, as Kecskes (2007) puts forward, “people belonging to a particular speech community have preferred ways
of saying things (cf.Wray, 2002) and preferred ways of organizing thoughts” (p. 192). Thus, according Pawley and
Syder (1983), adopting these formulaic expressions is a reflection of nativelike selection; that is, the ability to use
the language not only appropriately but also in a way that is very sensitive to native speakers’ preferences (Pawley and
Syder, 1983; Bell, 2007). Howarth (1998) also suggests that “the ability to manipulate such clusters is a sign of true
native speaker competence” (p. 38). Yorio’s (1980) example of a North-American shop-attendant’s saying “What can I
do for you” versus “What do you want,” the former being a routine formula while the latter is a grammatically and
semantically accurate question, highlights how the latter could be in appropriate and even impolite at the pragmatic
and sociolinguistic levels due to the preferences of the speech community. Therefore, formulaic expressions’ groupidentifying nature (Yorio, 1980) is also an indicator of conceptual socialization since the use of these expressions in
appropriate contexts requires shared experiences and common ground within a particular speech community
(Kecskes, 2007).
Although there are several studies investigating the role of L2 socialization on the acquisition of pragmatic features
(e.g., Matsumura, 2001), there are relatively fewer studies relating socialization to the acquisition of formulaic expressions. Kanagy’s (1999) study, for instance, examined the use of formulaic expressions in a Japanese immersion
classroom while Adolphs and Durow (2004), Barron (2003), Ortaçtepe (2012), and Roever (2012) looked into the
effect of residence in the TL culture on the acquisition of formulaic expressions. However, whether the use of
formulaic expressions is an indicator of nativelike language use is still an issue yet to be explored.
3. The study
3.1. The research questions
The present study, by examining Turkish international students’ use of formulaic expressions in a pre and post-test
design and by comparing their production with the American students, aims to address the following research
questions:
a. How native-like are the responses of the English language users in the reference (American students) and the
focal group (Turkish students)?
b. How formulaic are the responses of the Turkish students (focal group) across pre and post-tests?
It is crucial here to underline that the present study does not make a distinction between native and nonnative
speakers of English but treats them both as users of English (Cook, 2002; Forsberg and Fant, 2010). In doing so, this
study aims to demonstrate that nativelikeness is not a static standard but a relative, ever changing knowledge that is
based on conventions and norms in a speech community. Therefore, people who have more exposure to that
knowledge will be expected to show more nativelike language use (e.g., people born in that speech community), while
people with a late-entry to the speech community (e.g., international or study abroad students) will gradually develop
this insider knowledge (Kecskes, 2013) through conceptual socialization in the TL, which, as a result, would enable
them to produce language that builds on a dual conceptual base that operates between L1 and L2 (Kecskes, 2002).
3.2. The participants
As indicated in the research questions, this study employs two groups of participants; a focal and a reference group.
The focal group consists of seven Turkish international students (Baris, Melis, Hakan, Can, Sema, Serkan, and Erol e
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all pseudonyms) who were pursuing graduate degrees in the United States (U.S.) at the time of the study. The
researcher, by using several social network webpages, announced a call for participation in a longitudinal study that
required newcomer Turkish students. This friend-of-a-friend approach (Daming et al., 2008) enabled access to
possible candidates who were later informed about the study. Once the informed consent was received from the
participants, the study started off with the above mentioned seven participants who had just arrived in the States. All
participants were advanced learners/users of English who met the TOEFL requirement for graduate enrollment.
The seven Turkish students participated in this study were the ones who volunteered and met the requirements of the
study.
Seven American students who were also pursuing graduate degrees in a large university in the U.S. formed the
reference group who also volunteered for the study by responding to a similar announcement that was shared in several
social network webpages as well as graduate student email lists. The reference group in this study served to reveal the
expressions native speakers prefer since "formulas develop within communities, it is argued, as recurrent responses to
recurrent communicative situations" (Durrant and Mathews-Aydinli, 2011). While this group completed the DCTs
only once, the control group answered the DCTs in a pre and post-test design by completing them during their first
month in the U.S. and 12-months after, respectively.
3.3. The instrument
Data for this study came from a 20-item discourse completion test (DCT), which can be defined as “written
questionnaires including a number of brief situational descriptions followed by a short dialogue with an empty slot for
the speech act under study” (Kasper and Dahl, 1991, p. 9).
An example of a DCT item is:
9th Situation: You just entered the library to drop off a book and there you ran into a friend.Friend: Hey, .What’s
up?
You: _______________________________________________________
DCTs have long been criticized due to their nature of revealing what people would say in hypothetical contexts.
However, their use was appropriate in this study since the participants’ limited language production in the DCTs could
lead to the comparisons between the focal and reference groups as well as the nativelikeness analysis conducted by the
raters (soon to be discussed in more detail). This study would not have been possible with role-plays or narrative
retellings since they create extensive discursive data that would not allow nativelikeness judgments. The DCTs used in
this study were designed in such a way that it would yield to one particular formulaic response in the form of a single
utterance. Designing extended response tasks in such a way would be quite difficult since the participants could use
both formulaic and freely generated utterances. Also, doing the nativelikeness analysis for the raters even for single
response DCTs took a lot of time and effort; it would be more difficult to find volunteers to rate the extended
responses.
Establishing the validity of the DCT items involved two major steps: constructing the DCT items and conducting
the pilot study. In the first step, 15 items were developed by reviewing the literature on formulaic expressions
(Kecskes, 2000, 2002; Wray, 2002, 2008). During this step, expert opinion was taken from a renowned professor who
published many studies on formulaic expressions. In the second step, the constructed 15-item DCT test was piloted
with a sample of three Turkish students in a pre and post-test design.
The pilot study findings informed the present study in several ways. First of all, in the pilot study, the raters only
rated the DCT responses. Yet, it was not enough just to get the ratings but the raters should have been asked to make a
comment illustrating their rationale for their nativelikeness judgments. These comments could not only enhance the
validity and the reliability of their ratings but also shed light on the language preferences of the raters. Also, in the pilot
study, the raters only scored the Turkish speakers’ responses. While some native speakers showed agreement on their
judgments, often times there was considerable variance in their ratings. For this reason, adding American students’
responses to the analysis could explain this variance and contribute to the reliability of native speakers’ ratings. Last
but not least, the pilot study findings showed that some items were too easy for the participants. Therefore, those easy
items were replaced by new items so as to reflect a wider range of situations. Hence, after going through the same
stages of the first version, the DCT test used in this study was developed with 20 items.
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3.4. Formulaicity and nativelikeness analysis
The present study aims to examine whether formulaic expressions can really indicate nativelike language use
through two data analysis procedures: a formulaicity and a nativelikeness analysis.
First, the many functions and uses of formulaic expressions as well as the ambiguity in their definition (Wray, 2008)
have led researchers to explore a variety of approaches to investigate these expressions (Biber, 2009). For instance,
Wray and Namba (2003) proposed eleven criteria to identify formulaic expressions. Yet, the researchers cautioned that
it still relies on the researcher’s personal judgment to decide which criteria to follow based on the type of data
available. In this study, Kecskes’ (2007) formulaic continuum, as a more straightforward and recent framework, has
been employed to determine the formulaicity of the participants’ DCT responses. The formulaic continuum consists of
six categories which include freely generated, semantic units, phrasal verbs, speech formula, situation-bound utterance and idioms. Although, each response has been analyzed in terms of these six categories, since the focus of this
study was to examine whether a response is formulaic or not, in the last stage, the frequencies of all the categories
except the freely generated ones have been summed and the results are presented as formulaic and freely generated
utterances.
Second, in order to conduct the nativelikeness analysis, 20 American speakers of English, who were also graduate
students, were contacted with an email explaining the aim of the study as well as the task that they would engage in if
they were willing to participate. While all contacted American speakers agreed to rate the DCT responses, only 15 of
them completed the analysis in a timely manner. All raters were provided with a copy of the responses with no names
attached so that they would not know whether a particular response belonged to an American or Turkish student.
Since the nativelikeness analysis relied on the group-identifying nature of formulaic expressions, the raters were
asked to read the DCT responses provided by the participants and rate them on a scale of 1e3, 1 being nonnative-like,
and 3 nativelike. No definition of nativelikeness was provided; the raters were just asked to rate the responses in terms
of whether they would normally say those DCT responses (Pawley, 2009). As Yorio (1980) suggests, native speakers
during their conversations with L2 learners often think that “it just doesn’t sound right” (p. 440), especially when L2
learners use formulaic expressions. Hence, the nativelikeness analysis not only enabled a comparison between the
Turkish (focal group) and American participants (reference group), but also provided evidence for the reference
group’s preferred ways of saying things (Wray and Perkins, 2000).
Each participant’s nativelikeness score was measured by adding up the ratings and then calculating the statistical
means both for the focal and the reference group. At the end of the study, the Turkish students were contacted for
member checking to explore why they produced certain expressions in particular DCT items.
3.5. Interrater reliability
Since the nativelikeness ratings, which depended on the raters’ subjective evaluation of nativelike language use,
constituted a major part of the data analysis, interrater reliability was an important concern to address in this study.
Three major steps were followed to ensure inter-scorer reliability: First, the response rating sheet included clear and
unambiguous instructions for scoring. Second, test-retest reliability was used to check whether the raters would score
the responses the same way at two different times under equivalent conditions. To examine test-retest reliability, one of
the raters received the same response set twice in three months apart. The Pearson Product Moment Correlation
Coefficient for test-retest reliability was .724 (p < 0.01), indicating a strong relationship between the ratings assigned
at different times.
Third, the reliability analysis was conducted to examine the internal consistency within the other 14 raters who
rated both pre and post-test responses. The procedure for the reliability analysis was twofold. First, each rater’s mean
was compared with others by calculating the scores they assigned to 20 DCT items for 14 participants (460 responses
in total). The comparison of their means revealed that two raters, Rater D and Rater L, were outliers in pre and post
tests, respectively. Deleting these two raters would improve Cronbach alpha the most. After excluding these two
outliers from the analysis, Cronbach alpha for the pre and the post test was .933 and .937, respectively, indicating a
high internal consistency within the scores of 12 raters.
Finally, in order to measure the agreement among these 12 raters, a statistical procedure called Intra-class correlation was conducted. Single measures intraclass correlations for the reliability of a single rater (i.e., the reliability of
individual raters) in the pre and the post test were .527 and .523, respectively, both indicating a moderate agreement
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among the raters. On the other hand, the average measures (i.e., the reliability of the means of the ratings) for both tests
revealed strong correlations, .930 for the pre-test and .929 for the post test.
4. Results
4.1. The nativelike language use
Turkish (pre and post-test) and American students’ average ratings were calculated to understand the overall
differences among these three groups.
As shown in Table 1, the Turkish students’ nativelikeness rating increased from 2.33 to 2.52 in the post-test. On the
other hand, the American speakers’ responses were rated as 2.84, very much close to nativelike. The Kruskall Wallis H
test revealed that the differences among the Turkish students’ pre-test, post-test and American students were significant (H (2) ¼ 13.855, p ¼ 001). These results are important for the study for two main reasons. First, the positive
change in Turkish students’ nativelikeness ratings indicates a tendency towards more native-like use of English.
Second, the higher ratings of the American students provide evidence for inter-rater reliability among the 12 raters.
Even though no names were mentioned in the rating sheet, they all assigned higher ratings to the American students.
Yet, it is interesting that the maximum score in the focal group’s post-test e which belonged to Baris e is higher than
the minimum score of the American students. This can be explained by the raters’ subjective evaluation of nativelike
language use, as also indicated by the absence of a perfect nativelike score for the reference group (Table 2).
As a second step, the average ratings that each Turkish student received across pre and post-tests were examined
along with their American counterparts.
As displayed in Fig. 1, the Turkish students demonstrated an increase in their native-likeness. Especially Baris,
Erol, Sema and Serkan received relatively higher ratings in their post-test, while the increase in Hakan’s and Melis’
ratings was not as large as the others. Only Can’s ratings displayed a decrease from 2.68 to 2.64 for the reasons that
will be mentioned in the next part. While Melis received the lowest ratings in pre and post-tests, 1.92 and 2.07,
respectively, Can earned the highest ratings in the pre-test, 2.68, and Baris received the highest rating in the post-test,
2.78. These findings show that although Turkish students demonstrated an increase in their nativelikeness, their ratings
were still much lower than the mean of the American participants as indicated in the straight line in Fig. 1.
4.2. Turkish students’ use of formulaic language
The Turkish students’ acquisition of formulaic expressions, as indicated by their DCT responses, displayed a nonlinear pattern in the sense that while some expressions were acquired and used appropriately, some have been omitted
for more creative, freely generated responses. This section, in that sense, will provide examples from the Turkish
students’ a) accurate responses, b) creative responses, and c) inaccurate responses that remained the same across pre
and post-tests.
4.2.1. Accurate responses
As shown in Fig. 1, Baris was one of the participants who increased his nativelikeness in the post-test. This increase
mostly resulted from the change in his responses to DCT # 13 and DCT # 19.
DCT # 13 is the item that Baris received the lowest nativelikeness rating in the pre-test. The rater agreement for this
item was 100%, all agreeing that Baris’ pre-test response was 1.00, nonnative like. The raters thought “I just want to
meet you” as a response to “I didn’t catch your name” was “in appropriate, weird and unwarranted.” Contrary to his
Table 1
The descriptives of Turkish and American students’ nativelikeness ratings.

Turkish students: pre-test
Turkish students: post-test
American students

N

Minimum

Maximum

M

SD

7
7
7

1.92
2.07
2.73

2.68
2.78
2.93

2.33
2.52
2.84

.243
.225
.078
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Table 2
Baris’ pre and post-test responses to DCT# 13.
DCT# 13

Baris’ response
Nativelikeness rating
Raters’ comments

13th situation: You are invited to a party where you meet several new people.
You: Hi, Dennis. Nice to meet you.
The new person: I’m sorry, I didn’t catch your name.
You:.........................
Pre-test

Post-test

I just want to meet you
1.00
Unwarranted, I don’t think the situation was understood,
Totally in appropriate, Sounds really weird, stalkerish-like

That’s ok, my name is Baris.
2.91
Sounds like something I would say, Normalish, OK

pre-test response, Baris, in the post-test, demonstrated an understanding of the formulaic expression “I didn’t catch
your name” by repeating his name as a response. His post-test response was rated as 2.91, very close to 3, nativelike.
DCT # 19 also provides an example in which Baris was not familiar with the expression in the pre-test but gained
competency over in the post-test.
As displayed in Table 3, in the pre-test, Baris was not familiar with the idiomatic expression “come again,” hence
interpreted its literal meaning. As a result, he received the second-lowest rating of his pre-test responses: 1.18. His
post-test response illustrates a positive change in terms of how he gained competency in this formulaic expression and
how this competency resulted in an increase in his nativelikeness. All the raters, with a 100% agreement, scored his
post-test response as 3, nativelike.
As far as the items in which Hakan demonstrated an increase, DCT # 12 seems to be the most interesting one since
he received the lowest rating on the pre-test for this item.
As represented in Table 4, there is a striking difference between Hakan’s pre and post-test responses since in the
pre-test, he responded to the literal meaning of the expression and had, therefore, received a rating of 1.09, nonnative
like. In the post-test, Hakan recognized the figurative meaning of “get out of here.” His post-test response was
pragmatically correct since he insisted on his previous presupposition. His response should also be compared with the
American students who participated in the study as a reference group.
As illustrated in Table 5, all the American students started their response with either “No, really” or “No, serious,”
implying that they were really serious in their presupposition. Their responses indicate the preferred ways of
responding to the formulaic expression “get out of here” in this specific context. In this respect, while Hakan’s pre-test
response failed to recognize the pragmatic, figurative meaning of the formulaic expression “get out of here,” his posttest response was a step towards the preferred ways of saying things in the American culture. Yet, the problems in tense
and the way he responded were considered to be problematic by some reviewers, cutting back his response to 2.45
(Table 6).
4.2.2. Preference for creativity
In some of the items, the Turkish students, even though they provided an appropriate formulaic response in the pretest, omitted those expressions and provided a creative, freely generated response in the post-test, which resulted in a

Fig. 1. The nativelikeness ratings of Turkish and American students. *The straight line indicates the mean of American students’ ratings in total.
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Table 3
Baris’ pre and post-test responses to DCT# 19.
DCT# 19

Baris’ response
Nativelikeness rating
Raters’ comments

19th Situation: You are talking to a clerk at a bank.
You: I’d like to open an account, please.
Clerk: Come again
You:......................
Pre-test

Post-test

What do you mean by “come again” Aren’t you guys working now?
1.18
Person didn’t understand “come again” meant to repeat ones self.
Usually come again means, repeat what you said in our culture,
but this person didn’t know that

I’d like to open an account, please.
3.00
Sounds like something I would say, OK

decrease in their nativelikeness ratings. Serkan’s decrease in DCT # 18 is a good example for this pattern since his
rating in the pre-test dropped from 3.00 to 1.91 in the post-test.
In the pre-test, Serkan managed to provide a preferred response which gave him a full score of nativelike with a
100% rater agreement. Obviously, Serkan knew how to respond to the figurative meaning of “I’ll talk to you later” in
the pre-test. That’s why, it was really difficult to interpret why he responded as “you better be. Of course you will” in
the post-test. During the member checking sessions, Serkan mentioned that one of his professors at the university was
responding to “I’ll talk to you later” in the same way as a joke and that was how he picked up that response. Thus,
Serkan knew that “Bye” was the typical response in that situation but he wanted to say something different in that
context. This tryout resulted in a decrease in his nativelikeness since that was not the response that the raters were
accustomed to. The responses of American students also provide evidence for what is a common response and why
Serkan’s post-test response was perceived as in appropriate in this context.
As shown in Table 7, most of the American students responded with either “Bye” or “Sounds good.” Even though
the last response is the only different one (excluding “Later” which is a substitute for “bye”), it still received 3,
nativelike from all the raters (100% rater agreement). In that sense, Serkan could have responded in a different way
and still received a higher rating if he had not generalized his professor’s joke to this specific context (Table 8) (Table
9) (Table 10).
Can’s response to DCT # 20 also provides a good example for the Turkish students’ preference for creativity over
formulaic expressions.
As evidenced by Can’s pre-test response, he had access to the figurative meaning of “hang on for a second.” His pretest response was rated nativelike by all the raters with 100% rater agreement. During the member checking session,
Can said that:
I call my friend and he says “hang on” as soon as he answers, so I am surprised, that’s why I say “excuse me.”
(All these nonsense responses are only because I didn’t want to give the same responses as in the pre-test.)
Serkan and Can were the only participants who tried to provide different responses, which resulted in a decrease in
their nativelikeness. These examples suggest that once certain expressions are acquired, language learners look for
alternative ways to respond to the situation by using different language resources which might lead them to produce a
Table 4
Hakan’s pre and post-test responses to DCT# 12.
DCT# 12

Hakan’s response
Nativelikeness rating
Raters’ comments

12th Situation: You and a friend of yours are talking about a job promotion that
You think your friend deserved.
You: Jason, I think you really deserved that promotion.
Jason: Oh, get out of here. You:..........................
Pre-test

Post-test

I didn’t mean to bother you.
1.09
Person did not understand;
Not an appropriate response.

Yes, I think you really deserve that!
2.45
Form: “deserve” vs “deserved”; verb tense; I think I would use the
past tense; I would’ve said, “seriously, I really think you deserved it.”
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Table 5
American students’ responses to DCT# 12.
American students’ responses to DCT# 12








No, really. You are a great worker and have done a lot for the company. I can’t imagine why they would offer the position to someone else.
No, really. I think you’d be great at it
No, really, I hope it goes well for you.
No, really. You deserved it.
No, really. Your one of the most talented people in your department.
No really. You did a great job.
No seriously you have been working really hard.

Table 6
Serkan’s pre and post-test responses to DCT# 18.
DCT# 18

Serkan’s response
Nativelikeness rating
Raters’ comments

18th situation: You and your friend are talking in a coffee shop.
You: I have to be going now. See you soon.
Your friend: OK, I’ll talk to you later.
You: .....................
Pre-test

Post-test

Bye
3.00
Normal, Typical response

You better be. Of course you will.
1.91
Apparently doesn’t understand the situation, This doesn’t make sense to me.
Better be doesn’t make sense.

non-formulaic response. Yet, as mentioned in the literature review, native speakers of a language have preferred ways
of saying things (Wray and Perkins, 2000). While a simple “OK” or “thank you” is enough to be perceived as
nativelike, being creative and adding additional information seem to have made the raters cut back in their nativelikeness ratings, as evidenced in Serkan’s and Can’s cases.

4.2.3. Inaccurate responses
Even though most of the participants demonstrated positive changes in their nativelikeness ratings, there were still
some items that remained the same across pre and post-tests, indicating that these expressions were still not available
to the participants. Erol’s response to DCT # 12 provides a good example for these inaccurate responses.
All the raters with a 100% agreement rated Erol’s opting for no response as 1, nonnative like. The raters’ comments,
however, were torn between those who thought “Erol did understand the figurative meaning but thought no response
was needed” vs. “those who thought Erol did not get the meaning.” During the member-checking sessions, Erol
revealed that he was not familiar with the figurative meaning of the expression but interpreted its literal meaning as
“get out of here.” Thus, he thought he would rather not respond to the person. His interpretation of the expressions’
literal meaning did not change in the post-test, leaving him with a non-nativelike score.
In a similar way, Melis struggled with DCT # 19 for which she received similar ratings in pre and post-tests, both
being lower than 1.5 (non-nativelike).
Table 7
American students’ responses to DCT# 18.
American students’ responses to DCT# 18
Bye
Sounds good.
Later
Bye
Sounds good!
Sounds good
Yeah definitely. Give me a call sometime and we’ll go out for wing night or grab a beer or smt.
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Table 8
Can’s pre and post-test responses to DCT# 20.
DCT# 20

20th situation: You call a friend of yours. He picks up the phone and says:
Your Friend: Hi, Hang on for a second.
You: .....................

Can’s response
Nativelikeness rating
Raters’ comments

Pre-test

Post-test

OK
3.00
Sounds like something I would say;
Typical response; Normal

Excuse me?
2.27
This person doesn’t understand or just did not hear;
You just don’t say that; Misunderstanding?

In both pre and post-tests, Melis provided similar responses indicating that she does not have access to the figurative meaning of the formulaic expression “come again.” The raters also agreed that Melis did not understand that
“come again” meant “repeat oneself”, and therefore they rated Melis’ pre and post responses below 1.5, or nonnative
like. As illustrated in these examples, the Turkish students have started to pick up some formulaic expressions and
demonstrated competency in their use, yet they are still going through the process of acquiring not only the expressions per se but the appropriate use of them.
5. Discussion
5.1. Formulaic expressions as indicators of nativelikeness
In his paper reviewing the last 30 years of research on formulaic language, Pawley (2007) stated that “Speaking a
language idiomatically is a matter of conforming to established ways of saying things” (p. 22). In that sense, as the first
empirical study examining the role of formulaic expressions in nativelike language use, this research has shown that
the use of formulaic expressions is an indicator of nativelike selection. The increase in the Turkish students’ nativelikeness ratings supports Wray’s (2004) premise that “in a fully predictable situation, it should be easy for a language learner to pass herself off as nativelike (apart from pronunciation), because all she has to do is memorise a set of
nativelike sentences” (p. 251).
The fact that the American students in this study not only received higher nativelikeness ratings but also produced
more formulaic expressions as opposed to the Turkish students confirms that freely generated utterances based on
grammatical units and lexis forecast non-membership to the speech community (Skehan, 1998) since “native speakers
do not say it in that way” (Shin and Nation, 2008, p. 340). Hence, as a result of their one-year conceptual socialization
in the U.S., the Turkish students in this study not only increased their use of formulaic expressions but also were
perceived as more nativelike by responding in a way that is preferred by the native speaker raters. For instance, Baris’
nativelikeness rating in the post-test increased from 1.18 to 3, a nativelike score with a 100% rater agreement, since he
provided a response that showed understanding of the figurative meaning of the expression “come again.” These
findings are in line with the research examining the functions of formulaic expressions in L2 learners’ development of
speech fluency. While previous research revealed that formulaic expressions promote oral proficiency (Boers et al.,
Table 9
Erol’s pre and post-test responses to DCT# 12.
DCT# 12

Erol’s response
Nativelikeness rating
Raters’ comments

12th situation: You and a friend of yours are talking about a job
Promotion that you think your friend deserved.
You: Jason, I think you really deserved that promotion.
Jason: Oh, get out of here.
You:........................
Pre-test

Post-test

(Normally I do not answer in case of such response)
1.00
Clearly the person didn’t understand; I think not responding is a response to the question;
It would be weird if you let that be the last statement, like you meant what the friend said instead

(Nothing to say)
1.00
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Table 10
Melis’ pre and post-test responses to DCT# 19.
DCT# 19

19th situation: You are talking to a clerk at a bank
You: I’d like to open an account, please
Clerk: come again
You: .............
Pre-test

Post-test

Erol’s response

Sorry, This is urgent for me.
Is it possible to do it today?

Nativelikeness rating
Raters’ comments

1.36
Person didn’t understand “come again”
meant to repeat oneself.

Sorry but why I cant open it right now. I prepared all the documents
needed and I need the account as soon as possible for my salary
payments. Please can (I) make it right now if possible.
1.27
I should be able to give a 0. So wrong; Obviously the speaker is
not familiar with the expression ‘Come again.’

2006) as well as speech fluency by allowing language learners to extend the length of runs between pauses (Wood,
2006), the present study showed that this relationship exists both at the speech and interactional discourse level
since the use of formulaic expressions enables language learners to fit into the speech context as persons who have
insider knowledge. In that sense, this study confirms that language learners need more than simply acquiring
grammatical features and lexis to express themselves but to “become sensitive to the native speakers’ preferences for
certain sequences of words over others that might appear just as possible” (Wray, 2000, p. 463). This process, then,
calls for conceptual socialization in the TL culture so that language learners will acquire the knowledge of sociocultural background, the culture-specific communicative functions and patterns as well the pragmatic properties of
these formulaic expressions through observations of language use in the TL (Kecskes, 2002).
5.2. Use of formulaic expressions by language learners
The findings of this study also indicated that gaining competency over the speech community’s preferences is not a
linear process in which learners acquire the use of formulaic expressions and competently use them in particular
contexts. Instead, this process is subjected to creativity through the use of freely generated utterances. Serkan and
Baris’ alternative responses in the post-test indicate that these learners preferred to generate new utterances rather than
resorting to formulaic expressions. In other words, once learners gain competency over certain expressions they might
prefer to create or produce freely generated utterances (e.g., Ortaçtepe, 2012). Wray (2002) suggests that advanced
learners’ tendency toward free formulation results in “perfectly grammatical utterances that are simply not used by
native speakers” (p. 140, emphasis added). It is noteworthy to mention that the creative activity discussed here is
different from not being familiar with a certain formulaic expression but producing a freely generated one instead. It is
the type of creativity, which is commonly called creativity idiomaticity (e.g., He, 1989; Prodromou, 2010; Vo and
Carter, 2010) that competent language users employ not to sound cliché, to bring humor to a conversation or to
establish solidarity within a group. Yet, it is the interplay of context, the formulaic expression and its pragmatic
function that determine the appropriate use of an expression (Bardovi-Harlig, 2009). Thus, this type of contextsensitive creative activity, as in Serkan’s response “you better be, of course you will” to the expression “I’ll talk to
you later,” could be challenging for language learners who need more than receptive and/or productive competence in
these expressions but to develop the understanding that formulaic expressions are strictly tied to specific contexts and
most of the times are the expected, preferred response in a speech community. As Bardovi-Harlig (2012) mentioned in
a recent review article, “Formulas often succinctly capture the illocutionary force of a contribution by virtue of the fact
that the speech community in which they are used has tacitly agreed on their form, meaning, and use” (p. 207). In that
sense, the nativelikeness ratings in this study confirm that native speakers do have preferred ways of saying things
(Wray and Perkins, 2000) and when L2 learners produce freely generated utterances in a context where a formulaic
expression is expected, their deliberate creativity might result in them being perceived as non-nativelike.
5.3. Possible factors determining the use of formulaic expressions
As the findings indicate, despite the increase in Turkish students’ use of formulaic expressions across pre and posttests, the extent of the formulaic language they used as well as their nativelikeness ratings were far behind the
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American students in the reference group. This finding can be explained by three factors that have been extensively
discussed in the literature: formulaic expressions’ frequency of occurrence, language learners’ familiarity with those
contexts that require formulaicity, and noticing.
One of the interesting findings this study revealed was that some formulaic expressions remained problematic for
the Turkish students across pre and post-tests. This finding might derive from the difference between low and high
frequency expressions (e.g., Durrant and Schmitt, 2009; Ellis et al., 2008). For instance, ‘get out of here’ is an
expression that might be easily picked up through exposure to informal settings (e.g., friendly conversation) while the
use of ‘come again’ might take longer to acquire since this formulaic expression occurs in more restricted speech
contexts (e.g., service encounters). As Forsberg and Fant (2010) highlight, “all language learners, native or non-native,
master formulaic sequences associated with ‘common’ situations better than those occurring in unfamiliar situations”
(p. 49). In that sense, another factor that is related to the frequency of occurrence is language learners’ familiarity with
a variety of speech contexts so that they can enhance their chances of receiving input to acquire both low and high
frequency expressions. Especially if language learners come from a culture where such practices are unlikely to occur,
as in the expression ‘to pull some strings’ (He, 1989), or in appropriate and rude as in the expression, ‘get out of here’
(Kecskes, 2002), adopting these expressions could only take place with the transformation of the conceptual system of
the language learner through socialization in the TL culture. Erol’s refusal to respond to ‘get out of here,’ is a good
example because by relying on his Turkish conceptual system, he interpreted the semantic/literal meaning of the
expression rather its pragmatic function. Thus, conceptual socialization is of paramount importance in the sense that
through the emergence of the common underlying conceptual base, language learners will gain access to “not only the
pragmatic function of the utterance but also the formula-specific pragmatic property of the expression” (Kecskes,
2002, p. 163).
While formulaic expressions’ frequency of occurrence and learners’ participation in a variety of contexts are two
important factors that could explain the degree of change in the Turkish students’ responses, another influential factor
especially in naturalistic settings is what Schmidt (1990) describes as noticing, a precondition for a particular language item to be integrated into the interlanguage of an L2 learner. In Boers et al. (2006) study that examined the effect
of a noticing-based instructional method on L2 learners’ use of formulaic expressions, phrase-noticing was found to be
an effective method to help learners boost their use of formulaic expressions. In another study, Bardovi-Harlig and
Vellenga (2012) found that guided metapragmatic noticing activities enabled language learners to use especially
those conventional expressions that “are relatively transparent and consistent with the learners’ current interlanguage
grammar” (p. 86). In that sense, the findings of this study also contribute to the discussion that mere exposure to the
second language might not be sufficient for L2 pragmatic development (e.g., Boers et al., 2006; Tateyama, 2001).
6. Conclusion
This study addressed the question whether formulaic expressions indicate nativelike selection in the target language by examining seven Turkish students’ use of formulaic expressions during their first year in the United States.
Hence, one limitation of this study was its reliance on the native speaker raters’ subjective evaluation of nativelike
language use. Especially for a study that aims to explore whether the use of formulaic expressions can indicate
nativelike selection, there seems to be no alternative but to elicit data both from Turkish and American speakers of
English and ask external native speaker raters to make judgments in terms of whether the DCT responses sound
nativelike or not. Also, although DCTs were the most practical instrument to serve the purpose of this study, researchers should be cautious in using DCTs along with naturalistic data such as recorded conversations so that the
claims made based on DCTs could be supported with occurrences in real-life like contexts. Several data collection
instruments might also prevent the practice effect that was encountered in this study, as indicated in Can’s attempt not
to repeat himself in the post-test.
The other limitation of the study is that there was no qualitative data to shed light on the language socialization
experiences of the participants. The fact that Baris provided an appropriate response to ‘come again’ in his post DCT,
while Melis could not, calls attention to learners’ socialization experiences that might differ radically from each other
(e.g., Adolphs and Durow, 2004; Dornyei et al., 2004; Kinginger and Blattner, 2007; Ortaçtepe, 2012). The two
longitudinal studies on the acquisition of formulaic expressions revealed that social integration through different
social networks within the host culture enables international students to adapt native speakers’ preferred ways of
saying things (Adolphs and Durow, 2004; Ortaçtepe, 2012). In that sense, further research can examine the role of “the
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variables that characterize the stay” (Bardovi-Harlig and Bastos, 2011, p. 376) in the acquisition of formulaic expressions through narratives or in-depth interviews.
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